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Abstract

Herring migrations seem [0 be controlIed not only by genetie faetors and hydrography,
but also by leaming processes. The choice of spawning grounds is clearly an example of
a tradition that is passed on by one generation of herring [0 the next. Similar 11 traditional"
behaviour patterns may affect the choice of feeding and overwintering grounds. The
conservatism in herring behaviour could mask the effect of hydrographie ehanges on
herring distribution.
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INTRODUCTION

I
In studying the relation~hip between fish distrib~tion and hydrographic conditioris, one
often assumes that the fish • with an "open mind",. seIeets the area where environmental
conditions are most suitable at a particular moment If this were the case, there would be
a siraightforWard relationship betweeri fish distribution and hydrographie eoriditions.
Once this relationship had been properly defined, it would be possible to predict the
distribution of the fish entirely on the basis of hydrogniphy.

I

There are two elements in. the behaviour of fish that may complieate the .simple
relationship between distribution and envirorimental eonditions. The first element is
tradition; the tendency to stick to routines that have proved successful in the past. .The
second element is random variation in behaviour; the (necessary) complement of tradition
and conservatism. This paper will concentrate on the.first element: traditional behaviour
in respect to distribution and migration. The phenomenon will be illustrated in Nonh Sea
herring and Norwegian spring spawning herring; two stocks in which migrations have
been studied extensively. j

,
., ~ ~ . ,.;\ ......, ~,

SELECTION OF SPAWNING GROUNDS
I

• . . • •. I <., ..'
Hemng are weH known for therr tendency to return to the spawning ground where they
have spawned the first time of their life. This fact has been established for instance by
tagging experiments on Canadian herring (Hourston .1982), and. by the study of ineristic
characters in ~or~ Sea herring (Zijlstra 1958). Many authors have discussed the
question whether the place of first spawning is also the place where the herring actually
was born. In. a wide geographical context, this probably is the case. For example,
fecundity dara show that herring born in the southern Nonh Sea and English Channel
probably constitute a population that is genetically 'distinet from the ones in the eentral and
nonhem Nonh Sea (Zijlstra 1973). !

, .' • I, ". • '"
Looking at the spawmng grounds on a finer geographical scale, it is seen that separate
spawning sites can be defined within each larger spawning area. As an example, Figure
la shows the individual spawning sites that existed in the southern and central Nonh Sea
and English Chaimel in the years 1955-1975 (from Postumaet al. 1975). It seems
unlikdy that the herring spawning at each of these sites constituted gerietically separated
subpopulations, in whieh all recruiting herring ~eturned exaetly to their own plaee of
birth. Immediately after hatching, the larvae are swept away from the spawning ground
by the tidal current. and they won't have time to memorize the exact location of their pIace
of birth. ;

,

'let, the subPopulations of each spawning site tended to maintain their iniegrity over the
years, as was shown by the consistency of meristic characters (Zijlstra 1958)..When
several ofthese subpopulations were destrOyed byoverfishing in the 1960s. theydid not
re-appear after therebuilding of the total Nonh Sea stock in the 1980s..This is shown by
aeomparison between the spawning sites in the period 1955:-1975(Figure la) and the
spawning sites in the period 1976-1992 (Figure 1b). Despite a recovery of the total Nonh
Sea stock from 75000 tons in 1975 to 1.4 million tons in 1992, the actual number of
individual spawning sites hardly inereased du~ng this period. Many of the former
spawning sites that were fished out in the 19605 were not re-oceupied sinee.

1

The most likely explanation for the reluctanee of herring to re-colonize former spawning
sites is a traditiorial element in its behaviour. Presumably, a recruit herring has aonly
rough idea in what area and season it is going to spawn. At spawning time, it joins a
sehool of older herring that arc heading for a particular spawning site. Once the recruiting
herring has also spawned at this site, the geographie position.is locked in its brain.. In
subsequent years, it will have a strong tendeney to return to thlS plaee of first spawmng.

I
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The herring has become a member of a pai-ti~ular subpopulation; not by genetic
determinism, but by learning the tradition of a "sodal group".

By this mechanism, recruiting herring will only spawn at sites that are visited by older
herring. If the adult herring of a cenain subpopulation are all removed by fishing, no
recruit herring will find their way to that particular spawning site any more.

Ofcourse there must be exceptions to this rule. If the herririg were overly tniditicinal; they
would become vulnerable to natural changes in.their habitat. There are indications that
recruitherring can venture intounkno~n territ~ry, and re-colonize spawning grounds
that, were abandoned long ago, by former generations. The re-colonization of the
Aberdeen Bank spawning ground in 1983, after an absence of spawning in this area for
15 years,is an example of this (Corien, 1990). This event Occurred when a large year
class recruited, and the population of older fish was relatively small. Under such
conditio~s, the older fish are outnumbered by recruits, and the younger generation may
sometimes make its own choice. Another exarnple of the re-occupation of a former
spawning ground was shown by the Norwegian spring spawning herring. A small
componentof this stock has spawned off Karmoy in southern NOrWaysirice 1989
(Bergstad et al. 19.91). This spawning took place on traditional spawning grounds that
had been abandoned 30 years before.

Such events, however, are an exception. In general, once aspawning site has bCen
abandoned by the population, it is not easily re-occupied by later generations.

TRADITIONAL ELEMENTS IN FEEDING MIGRATIONS

Ifherring:Ire able to leam how to fmd a suitabie spawning p1ace, they Pr~bablycan learil
other migration routes too. The spawning migration is only one of the activities that
herring are engaged in during their YearlycYcle. Other activities are feeding migrations,
and overwintering. Possibly, bOth of these activities are also influenced by tradition and
learning.

During their feCding migration, herririg do not seem to be distnbuted randomly over the
whole area where food may be encountered. Instead, they seem to follow cenain routes
that are consistent from one year to another. This ,was shown for insiance during a
herring tagging experiment in the Nonh Sea in 1983-85. (Momson and MacDonald,
1986). In July 1983, a total of 48000 herring were tagged with inicrowire tags in the
Shetland area. Recovery of the tags required the use of special equipment; hence ci purse
seirierwas chanered in 1984 and 1985 to catch hemng in the Shetland area and screen the
catches for tagged fish. Both in 1984 and 1985, the recovery rate differed markedly
between Juneand July: very fewtaggedfish were found in June, and the bulk of the
recoveries came from catches in July. Tbe sizecomposition of the herririg did not differ
markedly between the two months, and performance of the detector was supposedly
constant. Tbe coriclusion wasthatdifferent groups of herring occlirred in ,the Shetl~nd
area in June and July, and that each group maintained its integrity from.one year to
another. The group that had been tagged in July 1983 ori1y showed up in July in
subsequent years. The hemng that Occurred each year in June apparently beloriged to <i
different section of the population. The complicated stock structure of hemng on the
feeding grounds nelir Shetland was orie of the most surprising findings ofthe microwire
tagging experiment; a result that largely irivalidatCd the experiment for stock assessment
purposes.

In the feedirig season, just like duririg spawning, the total hernng stockseems to split
into different subpopulations, each of which has its uriique rrugration pattern, which is
maintained from orie year to another. As in the spawning migrations, it is unlikely thal
these feeding migrations are genetically deterrnined. Presumably, the recruiting herring
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just by chance joinsone of the existing "feeding populations", and then in subsequent
years sticks to the pattern that it has "leamed" duripg this frrst migration.

In the choice of feeding grounds. herring may alter existing traditions if it findS out that a
partieular areahas beeome less suitable as feeding ground. Conen and Van deKamp
(1992) described long-term changes in feeding migrations of Nonh Sea herring over the
period 1950- 1990. In the 1980s. the feeding grounds of herring during June/July had
changed from the western ~orth Sea to the nonheastern Nonh Sea. The herring extended
their migrations further norm than usual. and changed their vertical distribution from the
bottom layers to the surface laYer. !
j, ~ ,

Another, possibly related. change in hernng migration. was me summer migration of
Baltie herririg through Kattegat and Skagerrak into the Nonh Sea. Thismigration was
documented staiting from 1986 (Anon. 1991), imd then: are no repons of sueh large
scale migratioris in earlier Periods. i
. , . . I,. ,

Boththe change in feeding migratio~s of Nonh Sea herring arid Baltic. hemng most likely
had an environmental cause. These causes have not yet been properly identified. It is •
possible. however, that the changes iri herring migration were more consistent than the
hydrographie changes that triggered it. The herririg may have showna deIayed response,
taking some years to alter its migration pattern after focxl supply in the tniditional feeding
area declined. Onee a new tradition had beeome established, this may have been
continued for a while after hydrographie coriditioris had returned to the original state.

,I ,

Looking 30t more nonhem waters, the NOrWegian spring spawning hemng for many
decades showed a steady pattern in its feeding migration. After spawning off southem
Norway the herring wou1d migrate in an anti-e10ckwise direction from the Norwegian
coast to the polar front betwc:en Jan Mayen and Ice1arid, then southwest to Icelarid, and
finally back to southem Norway (Dragesund et al., 1980). After the collapse of the stock
in the late 1960s (and the change in hydrographie conditions off Iceland), the herring no
longer undenook theseextended migrations, Ibut remained in the vicinity of. the
Norwegiari coast thfotighout the year. Only recently, after the recruitrnent of the stiOng
1983 year class in 1986. has there been a new 'attempt.to exp10it the 6ceanic feeding
grounds (Holst and Iversen 1992, R0ttingen. 1992). In recent summers, feeding herring
were found scanered. over the Norwegian Sea east of 5° W, an area that is to the nonheast
of the traditional feeding grounds. Whether this riew area has beuer food conditions than
the old one is unknown (R0ttingen 1992). Thc: herring may simply not yet have
rediscovered the old feeding grounds. becausethe experienee of the old generations has •
been lost. R0ttingen (1992) has already suggested that the presence of older,
'''experiencCd'' herring may be necessary to guide new generations to the traditional
feemng grounds. t

~ ",' "" '''" "(" '!<'

OVERWINTERING MIGRATIONS

"The choice of overwintering grouhds is probabiy,also determined to some extent by
tradition. In the 1960s, the majority cf Nonh Sea herring used to overwinter in
Norwegian waters. This is where. the he.avy expl()itati.on by No~egian purse. sein.crs
took place in 1963 and 1964 (Egersund area). After the depletion of the overwtntenng
stock in this area, apparently no "fresh" herririg "moved in from other parts of the Nonh
Sea. Tbe remaining fmetions of the Nonh Sea stock that overwinterecl iri the Shetland
area, did not spread out into the Norwegian zone.Y"hen a joint No~egian(EC.Study
Group in 1979 had to describe the current distribution pattern of the hemng, lt was
coneluded that herring were vimially absent from the Norwegian zone throughout the
year (Anon. 1979). Only after the recruitment of the fIrst strong North Sea year dass in
1984 did this type of herring show up again iri the Norwegian zone.

t

!
I
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It seems that herring can Oecome attacherl [6 äc'eriain overwintering ground in the same
way as it becomes attached to a spawning or a feeding ground. By selectively fishing on
a cenain overwintering ground, the subpopulation in that area may be extenninated in the
same way as a spawning subpopulation.

A fine example of traditional overwintering behaviour is provided by the Norwegian
spring spawning herring. In recent years, the entire stock has spent the winter in the
Ofotfjord and Tysfjord in nonhern Norway (Dommasnes et al. 1992). The high
abundance of herring during winter in the Ofotfjord has led to a pennanent reduction in
oxygen coneentration in this area. The ehoice of this overwintering site clearly depends
on a (recently established) tradition, and not on optimum hydrographie conditions. It will
be interesting to see at what point the deteriorating of hydrographie (oxygen) conditions
will outweigh the strength of tradition, and the herring population will decide to choose a
new overwintering ground.

DISCUSSION

Many types of animals show a tendeney to return to specifie places that they have got
acquainted with during an earlier stage of their life. The phenornenon is weIl documented
for instance in birds; here the tenns "site anachment" and "site fidelity" have been used in
this respect (Kenerson and Nolan, 1990). While the animal at the time of birth may have
an instinctive preference for migrating in a certain direction, the auachmeni to a specific
site clearly depends on learning processes.

There. is some evidence that learning also plays a role in the behaviourof fish
populations. In herring, there are indications that certain sections of the population return
each year to the same sites for spawning, feeding, and overwintering. Possibly these
habits are copied by recruit herring from older ones. If a well-proven behaviour pattern is
copied by a young generation from the older ones, it becomes a tradition. Such a tradition
has survival value; copying an efficient migration pattern from an older generation will
save energy and hence increase the chances for survival and reproduction.

Of course, traditional t>ehaviour should not be exaggeraterl. Tbe best chances for surviv8..l
of a population are provided by a mix of tradition andadventure. If for some reason an
existing behaviour pattern does no longer produce the required results. the population
should not stick to the old routine, but explore new avenues. This is the only way it can
adjust t6 environmental ehanges, or to new threats from outside.

Tbc existenee of traditional elements in the behaviour of herring is ä eompiicatirig factor
in the study of the relation between herring and its environment. Scientists studying this
relationship should be aware of the fact that herring may show ci dClayed response to
hydrographie changes, duc to a cenain conservatism in its behaviour.

The eonservative behaviour is also relevant to fisheries management. A large herring
stock may be composed of several subpopulations. each of whieh has its own traditional
migration patterns. By a concentration of fishing effon on cenain subpopulations, these
elements may. become extinct before the total stock shows. signs of overfishing. The
introduction of small management units for the herring fishery along the west coast of
Canada in the early 1970s was already based on this knowledge (Hourston 1982).

. ,
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Figure I. Position of individual spawning "ocaliti~s in the central an~ southern No~h Sea as indicate.? by catches of spawning herring. Eadl dnt
renresents one sampIe of spawmng hemng. Dala sununansed für the penod 1955-1975 (hl!ure A) and 197fl-1 ()<)? {Fi"'IrI' Jl\


